This paper presents a real-time image processing system for a mobile service robot using evolutionary computation on FPGA.
Introduction
The robot industry is one of the promising markets to support the future of Japan. There are predictions which indicate expanding domestic production in 2035 about ten times as large as the current scale. Autonomous mobile robots for quality of life improvement need the ability of spatial recognition and various detective functions to carry out their work. Because of Japan's aging society with fewer children in the future, autonomous mobile robots are expected to be useful for security applications such as watching and surveillance (8) . Autonomous mobile robots need to recognize the objects and surroundings by using image processing together with sensors and transducers. The robot vision systems require real-time response and low electric power consumption for the accurate and long time activity with achieving mission task. Therefore, common image processing for application software such as outline and edge detection should be implemented on the hardware (5, 16) . The effective recognition and usage of visual information processing would enable to expand the autonomy and ability of mobile service robots. The adequate integration of hardware and software for image processing is designed for the robot vision system. In this paper, a real-time robot vision system using a networked FPGA board for image processing and evolutionary computation for the visual navigation system and real-time extension of Linux OS is introduced. The image capture circuit is made by hardware description language on the FPGA. The stepper motor control circuit is integrated with the image recognition. A CMOS image sensor is connected to I/O ports of the FPGA device in order to directly manipulate the image data from the image processing circuits. Traditional image processing detectors such as Sobel gradient operator and Moravec interest point operator are implemented to the concurrent circuits on the FPGA device. Evolutionary computation as optimization method is used to decide suitable thresholds for image processing operators, where object detection in varying environment by genetic algorithms improves the adaptive obstacle avoidance and course recognition for autonomous mobile robots. In addition, dedicated Linux OS with hard real-time extension manages the peripheral devices on the FPGA. The integration of hardware and software for image processing that can be utilized from robot vision application would be provided.
System Configuration
The real-time robot vision system is composed of the head with a FPGA board, a CMOS camera module and a wireless LAN module (Fig. 1) , and composed of the bottom with four DC motors with omni-directional wheels and motor drivers. The robot has a height of 660 mm and a width and a depth of 300 mm (Fig. 2) . 
Image Processing System
Image processing systems for robot vision based on PC and USB interface are usually implemented by multithread software application, so hard real-time response can be difficult for the integration of image recognition and behavioral usage. Therefore, this robot vision system uses image processing by FPGA directly connected to the CMOS image sensor. We used a Xilinx ISE development environment which supports designing processes for embedded devices and enables the developers to implement specific logic circuits by using abstract hardware description language such as VHDL and Verilog HDL. Xilinx EDK integrates the development for embedded systems including processors with original IP cores that realize the user-specific function.
The image capture circuit for this robot vision system supplies a MCLK (master clock) signal to the CMOS camera module as input, which is generated from a DCM (digital clock manager) module. The CMOS camera module responds with a PCLK (pixel clock) signal to the output terminal, and serves PDATA (pixel data) in 8 bits as sequential image data together with HSYNC (horizontal synchronization) and VSYNC (vertical synchronization) signals. When the maximum-speed of the MCLK is set at 27MHz, the CMOS camera module outputs image data at 30fps. The image capture circuit also reduces image size for moving object recognition, where a BRAM (block RAM) plays the role of buffer. The default pixel format of YUV422 at 640x480 VGA resolutions is produced in the PDATA signals. The YUV pixel format reduces image data size compared to RGB format and is convenient to recognize objects by color without influence of brightness. The YUV model defines a visual representation for one luma (Y, brightness) and two chrominance (UV, color difference of blue and red) components. The YUV422 format gives luma (Y) for each pixel in 1byte, and shares chromaticity (U, V) for adjacent two pixels in 2bytes respectively. Namely the total amount of data size per pixel uses 2bytes. The visual receptors for human eyes are sensitive to changes in brightness more than in chromaticity, so that the image processing for the robot vision system can achieve efficient object recognition with suitable compressed data.
The block diagram for the image processing circuit shown in Fig. 3 has been developed for the robot vision system. The image processing circuit includes a state machine circuit and a FIFO memory buffer that controls the timing for pixel data transmission to the embedded processor. The image capture circuit of this robot vision system receives one pixel data (1byte) at 27MHz from the CMOS camera module and collects four pixel data (4bytes) to deliver to the state machine circuit in compliance with the width size of 32bits in the FIFO memory buffer. The state machine circuit adjusts timing between the image capturing and the buffering to insert the 4bytes data for 2 pixels to the FIFO. Therefore as shown in Fig. 4 , there are three states of 'wait', 'write' and 'write acknowledge' for pixel data transmission. The device driver software on the PowerPC processor can read pixel data at a suitable speed. Simultaneously, this image processing circuit detects the moving object in the view by differencing two sequential frames.
Image Recognition Application
In this robot vision system, the application software for tracking moving objects using color information obtained from the CMOS camera module has been newly developed. This image processing application enables the robot vision system to turn the visual field to the target direction where the object is recognized by a specific color. The simple and primitive image processing library can be utilized in many cases for the robot vision system.
The method of object recognition by color sets thresholds for pixel components and all pixels are judged to be the target color. Fig. 5 shows the results for color judgment by using RGB and YUV formats respectively. Here the target color is assumed to be set to orange. The white pixels indicate the target color and the black non-target. Although the method using RGB format cannot grasp the whole colored ball, the thresholds for YUV components are independent of brightness from the lighting. Therefore the object recognition by color uses YUV format in order to grasp accurately the region of the target object.
In order to eliminate the surrounding noises around the target object in the color detection, region detection methods by segmentation and grouping are applied to the binary image by color detection. The method of region segmentation divides the whole image data into certain small segments and judges whether the segment indicates the effective region where many pixels with the target color exist. The method of region grouping finds clusters of effective regions which are contiguous with each other and determines the biggest cluster with effective regions. Finally the central coordinates are decided for tracking the target object position. As shown in Fig. 6 , more accurate central coordinates can be decided by using YUV format than RGB format. 
Visual Navigation
Autonomous mobile robots need the ability for spatial recognition and the function to correct their position and orientation. Specifically, it is important to recognize the outline of obstacles or the perimeter of floors and walls in order to confirm their proper traveling route. Moreover, it is useful to calculate the deviation from the position and orientation which have already been learned during their traveling. In this robot vision system, the application software for image recognition has been developed for detecting passage boundaries between floors and walls in a typical indoor environment (Fig. 7) . The methods of edge and line detection are applied to the image data from the CMOS camera module.
The edge detection uses the Sobel gradient operator, and the feature point detection uses the Moravec interest point operator, where the choice of threshold is essential to decide the point extraction in time-varying environment for a mobile robot. Genetic algorithm (GA) is an effective way to solve an optimization problem. In the visual navigation system, GA is adopted to find proper parameters in the Sobel and Moravec operators. In this method, genetic operations of crossover, mutation, and reproduction are introduced for the model of chromosome, which is coded as a binary number. Fitness function is evaluated to measure the goodness of chromosome. Chromosome with the maximum fitness is kept as a solution in the current generation and copied to the next generation. The new population is obtained by the genetic operators of crossover, mutation, and reproduction. The evolvable hardware circuit is able to achieve image filter automatically and rapidly. FPGA would be a suitable platform to implement image processing and evolutionary computation with high-speed, low cost, and low power consumption for visual processing of autonomous mobile robots.
The edge detection extracts border location with intense contrasts preserving important structural properties in an image. The Sobel operator uses a discrete differentiation to compute an approximation of gradient intensity among adjacent pixels. The two 3×3 kernels are used to calculate the derivatives of Gx for horizontal and Gy for vertical changes by convolving the original image. Therefore, the gradient magnitude can be combined as the following equation: 2 2 Gy Gx G   This filtering procedure is achieved on the FPGA hardware circuit where the result of the gradient magnitude can be calculated at the same time of the image capture. The filter circuit uses BRAM (block RAM) on the Xilinx device for conserving the previous pixel data as line buffers. The FPGA device effectively executes simple and large data processing by using filter circuits for robot vision purposes.
While computing gradient magnitude for all pixels in an image, judgment that the pixel lies on an edge is achieved by thresholding. The adaptive threshold can be determined by GA in varying light environment. The GA technique is designed for searching an appropriate global maximum in a problem space. The parameter of edge detection threshold is represented by chromosome, and initialization of a population for candidate solutions to the edge detection problem is created at the beginning. For the current population, generative procedures of reproduction, recombination and evaluation are repeated by a certain generation. For the edge detection problem, genetic operators known as crossover and mutation are adopted. Here the number of population is set to 10, the crossover rate is set to 0.8, and the mutation rate is set to 0.1. The method of evaluating individuals uses the continuity of edge at a certain direction in the image. The measurement of edge length with a single point width represents the fitness of individual in the environment. In reproducing a population, individuals with higher fitness are preferentially selected for genetic operations. Consequently, the optimal individual remains in the final generation. Fig. 8 shows the result image of edge detection by using GA for the original image of a corridor shown in Fig. 7 . In this case, the generation of individuals proceeded to 100, and the fitness increased from 0.57 to 0.81 as shown in Fig. 9 . GA can be applied to a wide diversity of problems in varying real environment. In order to decide a central position and a straight direction of passage on the traveling route, boundaries between a floor and a wall at both sides must be detected. The boundary detection algorithm uses Hough transform to identify the lines as set of continuous edge points in the edge image. The Hough idea is that all lines through coordinate (x, y) can be represented by (, ) where  shows the distance between the line and the origin, and  shows the angle of the vector from the origin to this
. All the edge points are transformed to the form of prospective lines (, ) and the pair of the parameters accumulates the number of appearance. The pair with the maximum frequency of appearance is found to be a line indicating the strongest feature on straight continuous points. In a typical indoor passage, there must be left and right boundaries as lines with the strong features, when the Robot Vision System moves in the straight direction of passage. Fig. 10 shows the result of boundary detection where the respective ten lines are found in the left and right sides from the edge image. The visual navigation system selects the closest line to this side as the boundary. The boundary detection was verified to be robust for some passing people and obstacles. The purpose of the visual navigation system consists of local and global guidance in the travelling course for the mobile robot. The local guidance includes collision avoidance and selection of suitable location on the course, where the simultaneous edge information is utilized in dynamic motion. The decision of objects and surroundings requires real-time processing on FPGA for the robot vision system. On the other hand, the global guidance confirms the important positions on the travelling course, where the similarity of scenery feature is evaluated by interest feature points. Therefore, the map of this Robot Vision System includes the record of motion and the correspondence to feature values for visual scene. The method combined local and global guidance enables the mobile robot to reduce the time and effort for making an elaborate measured map, where the visual navigation system fits a simple patrol objective in a repetitious travel route.
The feature point detection defines finding corner points as end of an edge in this visual navigation system. The Moravec interest point operator uses four directional patches (horizontal, vertical and on the two diagonals) for calculating the self-similarity for adjacent pixels. A corner point has the lower similarity in the local area. The similarity is calculated by the sum of squared differences (SSD) from pixel brightness I as the following equation. The smallest SSD for four patches represents the strength of interest point. If the value is locally maximal, then a corner point is present. However the Moravec operator has a drawback that it is not possible to detect corner points at the crossing edges. Furthermore, the complicated procedure of finding the local maximum value for the similarity is not suitable for robot vision application. Therefore, the directional restriction of edges and simplified calculation of the similarity for binary corner detection (BCD) are added to the feature point detector.
Here BCD judges a terminal point of edge and reduces the calculation of the self-similarity to binary edge data. This improved feature point detector requests the adequate edge image as the input, so that the adaptive edge detection by using GA is suitable for the BCD. Fig. 11 shows the result for the feature point detection by using BCD. The feature point detection is necessary for object tracking and background identification.
The visual navigation system records the distribution of feature points at main places on the travelling route in teaching mode. When the Robot Vision System repeats the movement on the travelling route in patrol mode, the confirmation of the current position and the modification of the deviation from the route are achieved by the navigation system. The recognition of visual scene at an important place can be done by using the set of feature points, where all the feature points are compared with the coordinates in range and the corresponding ratio means the previous visual scene.
Real-Time Module
This robot vision system needs to achieve hard real-time response to effective physical movement by image processing and to integrate high-level services such as image communication among user terminals and robots. Therefore, this robot vision system requires a real-time operating system on the embedded system. For this requirement, the hard real-time extension for general GNU/Linux operating system has a suitable capability, because of the real-time multithread scheduler, networking protocol stack, various device drivers, and useful development tools on the open platform environment for almost all embedded systems (9) .
A Xenomai (17) real-time subsystem was ported to the embedded environment for this robot vision system. The Xenomai project develops micro kernel (co-kernel) with interrupt controller and preemptive scheduler tightly integrated with the GNU/Linux operating system. The target kernel and device driver with real-time APIs were built and downloaded to the on-board flash ROM. The Xenomai operating system and the device driver for image processing run suitably on the Virtex-4 FX device environment. The robot vision software integrates real-time image capturing, functions for image recognition, pan-tilt motion control, and TCP/IP communication for remote manipulation.
Conclusions
This paper described the development of robot vision system with real-time image processing and evolutionary computation on FPGA. The robot vision system detects and tracks a moving object smoothly. Moreover this robot vision system detects the corridor boundaries between floors and walls, and judges its position and orientation in the passage environment. The system would be useful for applications of watching an aged person and detecting a suspicious person by indoor patrol camera robot. The application of evolvable hardware to the low-level image processing operators enables the visual navigation system to be adaptable for various lighting environment.
As the next step, the ability of stereo measurement and motion tracking should be implemented in this system. Stereo measurement by trigonometry enables to expand object recognition incidental to the distance with two or more cameras on FPGA. GA could be used to determine the corresponding point in searching stereo images. Motion tracking by optical flow enables to perceive dynamic objects in the view, where tracking predictions for interest points could be found with flexibility using GA on FPGA in order to reduce the huge search computation on account of real-time reaction of mobile robots.
